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Abstract

For general state and action space Markov decision processes, we present sufficient conditions for

convergence of both the optimal discounted cost value function and policies to the corresponding objects

for the average costs per unit time. We extend Schäl’s [24] assumptions, guaranteeing the existence

of a solution to the average cost optimality inequalities for compact action sets, to non-compact action

sets. Since a stationary policy satisfying the optimality inequalities is average cost optimal, this paper

provides sufficient conditions for the existence of stationary optimal policies for the average cost crite-

rion. Inventory models are natural candidates for the application of our results. In particular, we provide

straightforward proofs of the optimality of(s, S) policies for classic inventory control problems with

generally distributed non-negative demand and the convergence of optimal thresholds for discounted

costs to optimal thresholds for average costs per unit time as the discount factor tends to 1.

1 Introduction

In a discrete-time Markov decision process (MDP) the usual method to studythe average cost criterion is to

find a solution to the average cost optimality equations. A policy that achieves the minimum in this system of

equations is then average cost optimal. When the state and action spaces areinfinite, one may be required to
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replace the equations with inequalities, yet the conclusions are the same; a policy that achieves the minimum

in the inequalities is average cost optimal. Schäl [24] provides two groups of general conditions that imply

the existence of a solution to the average cost optimalityinequalities(ACOI). The first group, referred to as

Assumptions(W) in Scḧal [24], require weak continuity of the transition probabilities. The secondgroup,

Assumptions(S), require setwise continuity of the transition probabilities. In either case, foreach state a

compact action set was assumed in [24]. The purpose of this paper is to relax the compact action space

assumptions in Schäl [24] so that the results can be applied to problems with noncompact action sets; in

particular to those related to inventory control. As was noted in [11], typicalinventory control models (with

general demand distributions) require weak continuity; setwise continuity is not enough. On the other hand,

when the demand distribution is restricted to be continuous or the inventory is restricted to be integer, we

show that setwise continuity does suffice.

The books by Sennott [25] and Hernández-Lerma and Lasserre [15] deal with countable and general

state MDPs, respectively. Hernández-Lerma and Lasserre [15], Chapter 5, and Fernández-Gaucherand

[12] present results for non-compact action sets but assume setwise continuity. Moreover, Section 5.7 in

Herńandez-Lerma and Lasserre [15] provides conditions for the existenceof stationary optimal policies for

an MDP with weakly continuous transition probabilities but the derivation is done directly; without deriving

the optimality equations or inequalities. We are interested not only in the existenceof optimal policies but

in the validity of the optimality inequalities. This is an important step since these inequalities can often be

used to prove structural properties of optimal stationary policies and to prove convergence of discounted

cost optimal policies to average cost optimal policies. We recall that, according to the example constructed

by Cavazos-Cadena [4], optimality inequalities may hold for an MDP for whichoptimality equalities do not

hold. In addition, optimality inequalities imply the existence of optimal policies [24, Proposition 1.3].

The inventory control literature is far too expansive to attempt a complete literature review. The reader

is pointed to the survey article by Porteus [21]. There is also a treatment of both Markov decision processes

and their relationship to inventory control in [16]. In the case of inventorycontrol, under the average

cost criterion the optimality of(s, S) policies was proved by Iglehart [18] and Veinott and Wagner [27]

in the continuous and discrete demand cases, respectively. The latter proof was simplified significantly
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by Zheng [28] where the author proved in the discrete case the existenceof a solution to the average cost

optimality equations by construction, instead of taking (undiscounted) limits of thefinite horizon problem.

A more recent paper in average cost inventory models is the work of Beyer and Sethi [3]. The authors

reconsider the continuous demand model of Iglehart [18] and verify several assumptions that apparently

were not stated in the original work. They also make the observation that most of the work following

Iglehart’s paper showing that(s, S) policies are optimal in the average cost case assume some bounds on

the inventory position after ordering. Without such assumptions, the optimality of (s, S) policies for average

cost inventory control problems follows from Chen and Simchi-Levi [7] where methods specific to inventory

control were used.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss thegeneral Markov decision

process framework. Section 3 explains some related results from Hernández-Lerma and Lasserre [15] and

Scḧal [24]. Section 4 contains the main theoretical contributions of the paper, Theorem 4.7, that provides

two sets of assumptions that lead to: (i) the validity of the optimality inequalities for average cost MDPs,

(ii) the existence of optimal policies for average cost MDPs, and (iii) the convergence of discounted cost

optimal values and policies to average cost per unit time optimal values and policies. In Section 5 we

discuss the relevance of the setwise and weak continuity assumptions to inventory control. We formulate

the inventory control problem in Section 6 and show that it satisfies the weakcontinuity assumptions of

Theorem 4.7. Theorem 6.9 states the optimality of(sα, Sα) policies for discounted cost problems when

the discount factorα is close to 1, the optimality of(s, S) policies for average costs per unit time, and the

convergence of the thresholdssα andSα to the thresholdss andS, respectively asα tends to 1. The paper

is concluded in Section 7.

2 Model Definition

Consider a discrete-time Markov decision process with the state spaceX and action spaceA. Assume that

bothX andA are Borel subsets of Polish (complete separable metric) spaces. For each x ∈ X the nonempty
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Borel subsetA(x) represents the set of actions available atx. Define the graph ofA by

Gr(A) := {(x, a) | x ∈ X, a ∈ A(x)},

and assume that: (i)Gr(A) is a measurable subset ofX × A, and (ii) there exists a measurable mappingφ

from X to A such thatφ(x) ∈ A(x) for all x ∈ X. The one step cost,c(x, a), for choosing actiona ∈ A(x)

in statex is presumed a non-negative (or equivalently, bounded below) measurable function onGr(A). Let

q(B|x, a), also measurable onGr(A), be the transition kernel representing the probability thatB ⊆ X is

entered next, given that actiona is chosen in statex. This means thatq(·|x, a) is a probability measure on

X for each pair(x, a) ∈ X × A, andq(B|·, ·) is a Borel function onX × A for any Borel subsetB ⊆ X.

The decision process proceeds as follows: at timen the current state of the system,x, is observed. A

decision-maker decides which action,a, to choose, the costc(x, a) is accrued, the system moves to the next

state according toq(· | x, a), and the process continues. LetHn = (X × A)n × X be the set of histories

for n = 0, 1, . . .. A (randomized) decision rule at epochn = 0, 1, . . . is a regular transition probability

πn from Hn to A concentrated onA(xn). In other words, (i)πn(·|hn) is a probability distribution onA

such thatπn(A(xn)|hn) = 1, wherehn = (x0, a0, x1, . . . , an−1, xn) and (ii) for any measurable subset

B ⊆ A, the functionπn(B|·) is measurable onHn. A policy π is a sequence(π0, π1, . . .) of decision rules.

Moreover,π is called non-randomized if each probability measureπn(·|hn) is concentrated at one point.

A non-randomized policy is called Markov if all decisions depend only on thecurrent state and time. A

Markov policy is called stationary if all decisions depend only on the current state. Thus, a Markov policy

φ is defined by a sequenceφ0, φ1, . . . of measurable mappingsφn : X → A such thatφn(x) ∈ A(x) for all

x ∈ X. A stationary policyφ is defined by a measurable mappingφ : X → A such thatφ(x) ∈ A(x) for all

x ∈ X.

The Ionescu–Tulcea theorem (cf. p. 140-141 of [2] or p. 178 of [15]) yields that an initial statex and a

policy π define a unique probability distributionPπ
x on the set of all trajectoriesH∞ = (X × A)∞ endowed

with the productσ-field defined by Borelσ-fields ofX andA. Let E
π
x be the expectation with respect to this
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distribution. For a finite horizonN = 0, 1, . . . define the expected total discounted costs

vπ
N,α(x) := E

π
x

N−1
∑

n=0

αnc(xn, an), (2.1)

whereα ∈ [0, 1) andvπ
0,α = 0. WhenN = ∞, (2.1) defines the infinite horizon expected total discounted

cost ofπ denotedvπ
α(x). The average costs per unit time are defined

wπ(x) := lim sup
N→∞

1

N
E

π
x

N−1
∑

n=0

c(xn, xn). (2.2)

For each functionGπ(x) = vπ
N,α(x), vπ

α(x), or w(x), define the optimal cost

G(x) := inf
π∈Π

Gπ(x), (2.3)

whereΠ is the set of all policies. A policyπ is calledoptimal for the respective criterion ifGπ(x) = G(x)

for all x ∈ X.

It is well-known (see e.g. [2, Proposition 8.2]) thatvn,α(x) satisfies the followingoptimality equations,

vn+1,α(x) = inf
a∈A(x)

{c(x, a) + α

∫

vn,α(y)q(dy|x, a)}, x ∈ X, n = 0, 1, . . . . (2.4)

In addition, a Markov policyφα, defined at the firstN steps by the mappingsφ0, . . . , φN−1 that satisfies the

following equations for allx ∈ X and alln = 1, . . . , N

vn,α(x) = c(x, φN−n(x)) + α

∫

vn−1,α(y)q(dy|x, φN−n,α(x)), x ∈ X, (2.5)

is optimal for the horizonN ; see e.g. [2, Lemma 8.7].

It is also well-known (see e.g. [2, Proposition 9.8]) thatvα(x) satisfies the followingdiscounted cost

optimality equations(DCOE),

vα(x) = inf
a∈A(x)

{c(x, a) + α

∫

vα(y)q(dy|x, a)}, x ∈ X. (2.6)
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If a stationary policyφα satisfies

vα(x) = c(x, φα(x)) + α

∫

vα(y)q(dy|x, φα(x)), x ∈ X, (2.7)

thenφα is optimal; [2, Proposition 9.8]. According to [24, Proposition 2.1], each ofthe conditions(W) and

(S), explained in the following section, imply the existence of a stationary policy thatsatisfies (2.7).

Sincec ≥ 0, for eachπ ∈ Π and x ∈ X, vπ
n,α(x) is non-decreasing inn and bounded above by

vπ
α(x). Thus,vn,α(x) is also non-decreasing inn and bounded above byvα(x). Let v∞,α be the monotone

limit of vn,α. It should be clear that for eachx ∈ X, v∞,α(x) ≤ vα(x). In general, it is possible that

v∞,α(x) < vα(x); [10, Example 6.6]. However, each of the conditions(W) and(S), are sufficient for the

validity of the equalityv∞,α = vα; see [23] or Proposition 4.1 below.

A little more subtle is the average cost case. For the remainder of the paper, assume that the following

condition holds.

Assumption (G): There exists a policyπ and an initial statex such that

wπ(x) < ∞. (2.8)

Note that this is equivalent to the General Assumption of Schäl [24]: infx∈X infφ∈Π wφ(x) < ∞. Define the

following quantities

mα := inf
x∈X

vα(x), uα(x) := vα(x) − mα,

and

w∗ = lim inf
α→1

(1 − α)mα. (2.9)

Assumption(G) implies thatw∗ < ∞; Scḧal [24, Lemma 1.2]. According to Schäl [24, Proposition

1.3], if there exists a measurable functionu : X → [0,∞) and a stationary policyφ such that

w∗ + u(x) ≥ c(x, φ(x)) +

∫

u(y)q(dy|x, φ(x)), x ∈ X, (2.10)
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thenφ is average cost optimal andw(x) = w∗ for all x ∈ X. The following condition plays an important

role for the validity of (2.10).

Assumptions (B): Assumption(G) holds andsupα<1 uα(x) < ∞ for all x ∈ X.

We note that the second part of Assumptions(B) is Condition(B) in Scḧal [24]. Thus, under Assump-

tion (G), which is assumed throughout [24], Assumptions(B) are equivalent to Condition(B) in [24].

3 Known Results

In this section, we discuss some closely related results. Schäl [24] studies problems with compact action

sets when transition probabilities satisfy either Assumptions(W) below, when the transition probabilities

are weakly continuous, or Assumptions(S) below, when the transition probabilities are setwise continuous.

Each of these conditions together with(B) yield the existence of an optimal policy satisfying (2.10) and

the convergence along a subsequence of both the optimal discounted cost values and policies to those in

the average cost case. Hernández-Lerma and Lasserre [15, section 5.4] does not require a compact action

space, but deal only with MDPs whose transition probabilities are setwise continuous. We note that [15,

Section 4.2] contains some results for weak continuity but apparently no particular results are available

for the optimality inequalities for MDPs with non-compact action sets and weakly continuous transition

probabilities.

Weak continuity (or continuity with respect to weak convergence) ofq in (x, a) means that

∫

f(z)q(dz|xk, ak) →

∫

f(z)q(dz|x, a) (3.1)

for any sequence{(xk, ak), k ≥ 0} converging to(x, a), where(xk, ak), (x, a) ∈ Gr(A), and for any

bounded continuous functionf . Recall that setwise continuity (or continuity with respect to setwise conver-

gence) ofq in (x, a) means thatq(B|xk, ak) → q(B|x, a) as(xk, ak) → (x, a) for any Borel subsetB of X,

where(xk, ak), (x, a) ∈ Gr(A). Similarly, setwise continuity ofq in a means thatq(B|x, ak) → q(B|x, a)

asak → a, whereak, a ∈ A(x), for any Borel subsetB of X and for any statex ∈ X. We remark that: (i) an

equivalent definition of setwise continuity in(x, a) is that (3.1) holds for all bounded measurable functions
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f , and (ii) setwise continuity is a stronger assumption than weak continuity; see e.g. Herńandez-Lerma and

Lasserre [15, page 186].

Let C(A) denote the set of all non-empty compact subsets ofA andP(X) be the set of all probability

measures onX. The following two groups of assumptions are from Schäl [24].

Assumptions (W):

0. X is locally compact with a countable base.

1. A(x) ∈ C(A) for x ∈ X.

2. c is lower semi-continuous onGr(A).

3. A : X → C(A) is upper semi-continuous.

4. q : Gr(A) → P(X) is continuous with respect to weak convergence onP(X).

Assumptions (S):

1. A(x) ∈ C(A) for x ∈ X.

2. c(x, ·) : A(x) → [0,∞] is lower semi-continuous ina.

3. q(x, ·) : A(x) → P(X) is continuous with respect to setwise convergence onP(X).

We next state the main results proved in Schäl [24, Proposition 3.5, Theorem 3.8].

Theorem 3.1 Suppose(B) and either(W) or (S) hold. There exists a functionu : X → [0,∞) and a

stationary policyφ satisfying (2.10). Thus,wφ(x) = w(x) = w∗. Furthermorew∗ = limα→1(1−α)mα =

limα→1(1−α)vα(x), x ∈ X. Also, for any discount factorα fix an optimal policyφα. Then for any sequence

of discount factorsα(k) → 1 the following statements hold.

1. Under(W),

(a) u can be defined as the lower semi-continuous function

u(x) = lim inf
k→∞,y→x

uα(k)(y); (3.2)
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(b) For eachx ∈ X there exists a sequencexm → x and a subsequenceαm of the sequenceα(k)

such that the mappingφ(x) = limm→∞ φαm
(xm) defines a stationary policy that satisfies(2.10)

with u defined in(3.2).

2. Under(S),

(a) u can be defined as the measurable function

u(x) = lim inf
k→∞

uα(k)(x); (3.3)

(b) For eachx ∈ X there exists a subsequenceαm of the sequenceα(k) such that the mapping

φ(x) = limm→∞ φαm
(x) defines a stationary policy satisfying(2.10)with u defined in(3.3).

Since the lower semi-continuity and measurability ofu in statements 1(a) and 2(a) of Theorem 3.1 were

stated, but not proved in Schäl [24], we verify them here. Under(W), consider a sequencexn → x. For

eachn = 1, 2 . . . consider an integerk(n) ≥ n and a pointyk(n) in the neighborhood ofxn with the radius

n−1 such thatuα(k(n))(yk(n)) ≤ u(xn) + n−1. Then

lim inf
n→∞

u(xn) ≥ lim inf
n→∞

uα(k(n))(yk(n)) ≥ u(x),

where the last inequality follows from (3.2). Under(S), (3.3) definesu as a lower limit of a sequence of

measurable functions. Therefore, by Shiryaev [26, p. 173],u is measurable.

Recall that lower semi-continuity requires that all of the level sets are closed. Consider the following

stronger property.

Definition 3.2 A real-valued functionf defined on a metric spaceY is calledinf-compact if for all λ ∈ R

the setsD(λ) = {y ∈ Y | f(y) ≤ λ} are compact.

We formulate Assumptions 4.2.1 from Hernández-Lerma and Lasserre [15].

Assumptions (HL):

1. c is inf-compact onGr(A).
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2. q : Gr(A) → P(X) is setwise continuous.

We remark that if (2.10) holds for a stationary policyφ and for a non-negative functionu then obviously

w∗ + u(x) ≥ inf
a∈A(x)

{c(x, a) +

∫

u(y)q(dy|x, a)}, x ∈ X. (3.4)

and each of the Assumptions(W), (S), and(HL) implies by the Arsenin-Kunugui theorem [19, Theorem

35.46] the existence of a policyφ such that the minimum in (3.4) is achieved whena = φ(x). Thus, infimum

can be replaced with minimum in (3.4). Next we formulate the results from [15] relevant to Theorem 3.1.

Theorem 3.3 (see [15, Theorems 5.4.3 and 5.4.6])Let (B) and (HL) hold. Then there exists a function

u : X → [0,∞) and a stationary policyφ satisfying (2.10). Therefore,wφ(x) = w(x) = w∗. Consider a

sequenceα(n) → 1 such thatlimn→∞(1− α(n))vα(n)(x) exists for somex ∈ X (such a sequence exists in

light of the Lemma on p. 88 of [15]). Then for allx ∈ X this limit exists and equalsw∗. Furthermore, the

functionu can be defined

u(x) = lim inf
n→∞

uα(n)(x). (3.5)

In the next section we extend Assumptions(S)and(W) to MDPs with non-compact action sets.

4 Main Structural Results

We begin by stating assumptions for non-compact action sets; Assumptions(Wu) and(Su) below. These

assumptions are similar to Assumptions(W) and(S), respectively. The letter “u” signifies unbounded action

sets.

Assumptions (Wu):

0. X is locally compact with a countable base.

1. c is inf-compact onGr(A).

2. q : Gr(A) → P(X) is continuous with respect to weak convergence onP(X).

Assumptions (Su):
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1. c is inf-compact onA(x).

2. q(x, ·) : A(x) → P(X) is continuous with respect to setwise convergence onP(X).

Recall that a stationary policy is optimal for the expected total discounted cost criterion if and only if

(2.7) holds; see e.g. [8, Section 6.3]. The following proposition states thatAssumptions(Wu) and (Su)

imply the existence of stationary optimal policies for the expected total discounted cost criterion. This

proposition is similar to [24, Proposition 2.1] for models with compact action sets.

Proposition 4.1 Under(Wu) or (Su)

(i) For anyN = 1, 2, . . . there exists a Markov optimal policy(φ0, . . . , φN−1) satisfying(2.5).

(ii) For infinite horizon expected total discounted costs, there exists a stationary optimal policy satisfying

(2.6).

(iii) For infinite horizon expected total discounted costs there exists a stationary optimal policyφα satisfying

(2.7).

(iv) The functionsvn,α, n = 1, 2, . . ., andvα are inf-compact onX.

(v) vn,α(x) ↑ vα(x) for all x ∈ X.

Proof. We prove these results under(Wu). Similar arguments hold under(Su). Note that the weak conti-

nuity Assumption(Wu2) is equivalent to lower semi-continuity in(x, a) of the function

p(x, a) =

∫

f(y)q(dy|x, a)

for all lower semi-continuous, non-negative functionsf ; [15, Proposition C.4].

Sincev0,α(x) = 0 for all x, it is lower semi-continuous. Letvn,α be lower semi-continuous for somen.

Note that for allλ ∈ R,

Bn(x, λ) := {a ∈ A(x) | c(x, a) + α

∫

vn,α(y)q(dy|x, a) ≤ λ}

⊆ {a ∈ A(x) | c(x, a) ≤ λ} =: D(x, λ).
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Sincec(x, a) andvn,α are lower semi-continuous,Bn(x, λ) is a closed set. Thus, since the definition of

inf-compactness impliesD(x, λ) is compact,Bn(x, λ) is compact; a closed subset of a compact set is

compact. That is to say,Jn(x, a) = c(x, a) + α
∫

vn,α(y)q(dy|x, a) is inf-compact. In addition,vn+1,α =

mina∈A(x) Jn(x, a) is inf-compact because{x ∈ X | vn+1(x) ≤ λ} is the projection of a compact set.

The compactness ofBn(x, λ) implies thatvn,α ↑ vα (see [2, Proposition 9.17]). Therefore, the sets

{x ∈ X | vα(x) ≤ λ} = ∩∞
n=1{x ∈ X | vn,α(x) ≤ λ} are compact;vα is inf-compact. This coupled with

the weak continuity ofq implies thatc(x, a) + α
∫

vα(y)q(dy|x, a) is lower semi-continuous. Repeating

the same argument as above yields the inf-compactness ofJ(x, a) and (2.6) holds with infimum replaced by

minimum. Moreover, the Arsenin-Kunugui theorem [19, Theorem 35.46] implies the existence of a Markov

policy satisfying (2.5) and the existence of a stationary policy satisfying (2.7).

We remark that Proposition 9.17 in Bertsekas and Shreve [2] states the existence of a stationary optimal

policy in addition to the convergence ofvn,α to vα. In the proof of Proposition 4.1 we used the latter but

we did not use the former because [2] used a more general concept ofmeasurability than discussed in this

paper. In fact, the above proof implies that the assumptions of [2, Proposition 9.17] imply the existence of

a Borel measurable stationary optimal policy. This observation is not stated in[2] so we provided the proof

here.

The next definition is an extension of the definition of a locally bounded function [13, p. 113].

Definition 4.2 A real-valued functionf defined on a metric spaceY is called locally bounded above at

x ∈ Y if there exists an open setB(x) containingx such that

sup
y∈B(x)

f(y) < ∞.

The functionf is calledlocally bounded above if it is locally bounded for eachx ∈ Y.

For a pointx ∈ Y, letO(x) := {B ⊆ Y | x ∈ B, B is open} be the set of open sets containingx. Consider

the function

f̄(x) := inf
B∈O(x)

sup
y∈B

f(y).
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Obviously,f(x) ≤ f̄(x) and, iff is locally bounded atx, f̄(x) < ∞.

Lemma 4.3 Supposef is a locally bounded above function on a complete separable metric spaceY. Then

the functionf̄(x) is upper semi-continuous.

Proof. Fix ǫ > 0 and letBǫ(x) be an open set containingx such thatf̄(x) ≥ supy∈Bǫ
f(y) − ǫ. Let

xn → x. Choosek(ǫ) such thatxn ∈ Bǫ for all n ≥ k(ǫ). Then forn ≥ k(ǫ)

f̄(xn) ≤ sup
y∈Bǫ

f(y) ≤ f̄(x) + ǫ.

Thus,f̄(x) ≥ lim supn→∞ f̄(xn) − ǫ. Sinceǫ > 0 is arbitrary,f̄(x) ≥ lim supn→∞ f̄(xn).

For α ∈ [0, 1) definerα(x) = supα≤β<1 uβ(x). Assumptions(B) are equivalent to the validity of the

following pair of assumptions: (i) Assumption(G), and (ii) for anyx ∈ X there existsα ∈ [0, 1) with

rα(x) < ∞. Thus, Assumptions(B) are equivalent to [15, Condition 5.4.5] and implies thatrα(x) < ∞ for

all α ∈ [0, 1) and forx ∈ X.

Let Γα(x) := supα≤β<1{vβ(x)−βmβ}, whereα ∈ [0, 1). According to [24, Lemma 1.2], Assumption

(G) implies thatlim supα→1(1 − α)mα < ∞. Thus, if Assumptions(B) hold, there existsα∗ ∈ [0, 1) such

that for allα ∈ [α∗, 1)

Γα(x) ≤ rα(x) + sup
α≤β<1

{(1 − β)mβ} < ∞. (4.1)

The following condition strengthens(B).

Assumptions (LB). Assumption(G) holds and there existsα0 ∈ [0, 1) such that the functionrα0
(x) is

locally bounded above onX.

We observe that the functionΓα(x) decreases inα. Thus, if (LB) hold then the functionΓα is locally

bounded above for anyα ∈ [α0, 1). We select an arbitraryα∗ ∈ [α0, 1), such that (4.1) holds whenα = α∗,

and denoteΓ = Γα∗ .

We say that an MDP is asubmodelof another MDP if the only difference between these MDPs is that

the sets of available actions of the former MDP are subsets of available actions of the latter. Define the
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following subsets of the set of available actions in statex

Ã(x) := {a ∈ A(x) | c(x, a) ≤ Γ̄(x)}.

Let Assumptions(LB) hold andα ∈ [α0, 1). According to Lemma 4.3, the function̄Γ is upper semi-

continuous and is therefore measurable. This implies that the graph of the mapping Ã : X → A is Borel,

and the set{X, A, Ã(x), q, c} defines a submodel of the original MDP{X, A, A(x), q, c}. Recall that a set-

valued mappingF : X → A is calledclosedatx if an ∈ F (xn) and(xn, an) → (x, a) imply a ∈ F (x). A

set-valued mappingF : X → A is calledupper semi-continuousat x if for any neighborhoodG of the set

F (x), there is a neighborhood ofx, sayU(x), such thatF (y) ⊆ G for all y ∈ U(x). A set-valued mapping

is called closed (upper semi-continuous) if it is closed (upper semi-continuous) at allx ∈ X; see Definitions

4.4 and 4.5 in [20] or Definitions 1 and 2 in [17, pp. 21-23]. Moreover, aclosed set-valued mappingF is

upper semi-continuous if all sets,F (x), are subsets of a compact set; see [20, Lemma 4.4 ] or the comments

prior to Proposition 2 of [17, p. 23]). We make use of this fact in the proofof the following lemma.

Lemma 4.4 If Assumptions(LB) and(Wu) hold then the mapping̃A is upper semi-continuous.

Proof. We show first that the mapping̃A(x) is closed. Supposean ∈ Ã(xn) and(an, xn) → (a, x). As

previously noted, Lemma 4.3 yields that the functionΓ̄(x) is upper semi-continuous. The definition ofÃ

impliesc(xn, an) ≤ Γ̄(xn). Thus,

c(x, a) ≤ lim inf
n→∞

c(xn, an) ≤ lim sup
n→∞

c(xn, an) ≤ lim sup
n→∞

Γ̄(xn) ≤ Γ̄(x),

where the first and fourth inequalities follow from the lower semi-continuity ofc and from the upper semi-

continuity ofΓ̄, respectively. So,a ∈ Ã(x) as desired, and the mapping̃A is closed.

To show thatÃ is upper semi-continuous, it is sufficient to show that anyx ∈ X has a neighborhood

U such thatÃ(U) is a subset of a compact set. Fixx ∈ X. SinceΓ̄ is an upper semi-continuous function,

there exists a neighborhoodU of x such thatΓ̄(y) ≤ Γ̄(x) + 1 for all y ∈ U. The setB = {(y, a) ∈

X × A | c(y, a) ≤ Γ̄(x) + 1} is compact. Therefore, its projection onA, sayBA, is also compact. For each
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y ∈ U we have

Ã(y) = {a ∈ A(y) | c(y, a) ≤ Γ̄(y)} ⊆ {a ∈ A(y) | c(y, a) ≤ Γ̄(x) + 1} ⊆ BA,

and the proof is complete.

Definition 4.5 We say that a submodel with action setsA′(x), x ∈ X, represents the original MDP if there

existsα̃ ∈ [0, 1) such that, under theα-discounted cost criterion withα ∈ [α̃, 1), any stationary optimal

policy, sayφα(x), for the original MDP belongs to this submodel, i.e.φα(x) ∈ A′(x) for all x ∈ X.

Proposition 4.6 If the original MDP satisfies Assumptions(LB) and (Wu) or (Su) then the submodel

{X, A, Ã(x), q, c} represents the original MDP and this submodel satisfies Assumptions(B) and (W) or

(S), respectively.

Proof. In view of Proposition 4.1, there exist stationaryα-discounted cost optimal policies. Moreover, a

stationary policyφα is α-discounted cost optimal if and only if

(1−α)mα +uα(x) = min
a∈A(x)

{c(x, a)+α

∫

uα(y)q(dy|x, a)} = c(x, φα(x))+α

∫

uα(y)q(dy|x, φα(x)).

(4.2)

Let α ∈ [α∗, 1), whereα∗ is defined in the paragraph following Assumption(LB) . Sinceuα ≥ 0 we have

thatc(x, φα(x)) ≤ (1 − α)mα + uα(x) = vα(x) − αmα ≤ Γα∗(x) ≤ Γ̄(x). Therefore,φα(x) ∈ Ã(x) for

all x ∈ X. The stationary policyφα belongs to the submodel and, thus, is optimal for the submodel. In light

of this fact, the value functionsvα for the original MDP and for the submodel are equal. Thus, the submodel

{X, A, Ã(x), q, c} satisfies Assumption(LB) which implies that it satisfies Assumptions(B).

Each of the Assumptions(Wu1) and(Su1) implies that(W1), which is the same as(S1), holds for the

submodel. In addition, the following assumptions for the original MDP imply the corresponding assump-

tions for the submodel:(Wu1) implies (W2), (Wu2) implies (W4), (Su1) implies (S2), and(Su2) implies

(S3). In view of Lemma 4.4,(Wu1) and(LB) imply (W3).

Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 3.1 imply the main result of this section.
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Theorem 4.7 The statement of Theorem 3.1 remains valid with the Assumptions(B), (W), and(S) substi-

tuted with Assumptions(LB) , (Wu), and(Su) respectively. In addition, the functionu is inf-compact under

(Wu) and is measurable under(Su).

We notice that Theorem 3.1 states that the functionu is lower semi-continuous under(Wu). Therefore,

for any finite constantλ, the setDu(λ) = {x ∈ X|u(x) ≤ λ} is closed. Sincec is inf-compact under(Wu),

the setDc(λ
∗) = {(x, a) ∈ X×A| c(x, a) ≤ λ∗}, whereλ∗ = λ+w∗, is compact. Therefore, its projection

DX
c (λ∗) on X is compact as well. SinceDu(λ) ⊆ DX

c (λ∗), the setDu(λ) is compact andu is inf-compact

under(Wu). In the next section, we discuss when setwise continuity holds in inventory control problems.

5 Relevance of Weak and Setwise Continuity to Inventory Control

Consider the typical dynamic state equation for inventory control models

xn+1 = xn + an − Dn+1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (5.1)

wherexn is the inventory at the end of periodn, an is the decision how much should be ordered, andDn

is the demand during periodn. The demand is assumed to be i.i.d. Letq(dxn+1|xn, an) be the probability

distribution ofxn+1 for given xn andan. As was mentioned in [11], (5.1) implies the weak continuity

Assumptions (Wu2) and (W4), while the setwise continuity Assumptions (Su2) and (S3) and the stronger

version (HL2 ) do not hold. Indeed, let

xk
n+1 = xk

n + ak
n − Dn+1, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (5.2)

wherexk
n → xn andak

n → an almost surely. Thenxk
n+1 → xn+1 for each value ofDn+1 and therefore

xk
n+1 → xn+1 almost surely. The almost sure convergencexk

n+1 → xn+1 implies weak convergence; see

e.g. Shiryaev [26, page 256]. Since convergence in the state implies convergence (along the actions) in

the transition probabilities, Assumption (Wu2) holds. The following example illustrates that the setwise

continuity assumptions ofq may not hold. LetDn = 1 (deterministically),ak
n = an + 1

k
and xk

n =

xn. Then q(B|xn, an) = 1 for B = (−∞, xn + an − 1] and q(B|xn, ak
n) = 0 for all k = 1, 2, . . ..
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Since weak continuity holds for inventory control problems of the form (5.1) and setwise continuity may

not hold, we concentrate on Assumptions (Wu) in the next section. The natural question is: when are

transition probabilities setwise continuous for inventory control problems? The answer is that it holds for

two particular cases often considered in the inventory control literature: (i) when inventory is integer and

(ii) when demand is continuous.

For problems with integer inventory and integer demand the setsX = Z andA = Z
+, the sets of all

integers and non-negative integers, respectively. Any function onZ is continuous and therefore the notions

of weak and setwise continuity coincide. In order to analyze the continuousdemand case, consider the

notion of the distance in variation (also often called in total variation) between two probability measuresP

andQ onX,

||P − Q|| = sup
A∈B(X)

|P (A) − Q(A)|,

whereB(X) is the Borelσ-field onX. Since|P (A) − Q(A)| ≤ ||P − Q||, convergence in total variation

implies setwise convergence.

The following lemma applied to (5.1) implies that the setwise continuity assumptions (HL2 ) and (Su2)

hold whenDn are continuous random variables.

Lemma 5.1 Let a random variableξ have a densityf(x) with respect to Lebesque integration. Consider

random variablesηk = yk + ξ, whereyk is a convergent sequence of real numbers,yk → y0. Then the

probability distributions of the random variablesηk converge in variation to the probability distribution of

η0.

Proof. See Appendix.

We end this section by mentioning that the above conclusions that setwise continuity holds in inventory

control when either the demand distribution is continuous or the inventory is integer extends to other classic

models. Consider the dynamic equations for inventory control problems with lost sales,

xn+1 = (xn + an − Dn+1)
+, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (5.3)
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wherec+ = max{0, c} for a numberc. Observe that the above counter-example where weak continuity

holds and setwise continuity does not still applies. Moreover, the results ofLemma 5.1 that imply that

setwise continuity holds in the continuous case remains valid.

6 Optimality of (s, S) Policies for Inventory Control Problems

In this section we consider a classic inventory control model with fixed ordering costs. We show that

Assumptions(LB) and(Wu) hold so that the results of Theorem 4.7 yield the existence of non-randomized

stationary optimal policies for average costs per unit time. We then use that theorem to prove the optimality

of (s, S) policies for the average cost criterion. Before describing the model we state a technical lemma and

a definition that will be used in the analysis. Consider the following assumptions.

Assumptions (C):

1. The constant̄w := lim supα→1(1 − α)mα is finite.

2. For any finite real numberN there exists a compact subsetKN ⊆ X such thatc(x) ≥ N for all

x ∈ X \ KN wherec(x) = infa∈A(x) c(x, a).

Note that(C1) actually follows from Assumption(G) (see [24, Lemma 1.2]), but is included here for

completeness. LetM(α) := {x ∈ X|vα(x) = mα}. The next result is similar to [11, Lemma 6.1] and, as

mentioned in [11], to [5, Lemma 4] and [24, Lemma 6.6].

Lemma 6.1 Let Assumptions(C1) and (C2) hold. Then there existsα0 < 1 and a compact subsetK ⊆ X

such thatM(α) ⊆ K for all α ∈ [α0, 1).

Proof. ConsiderN > w̄ + 1 = lim supα→1(1 − α)mα + 1. Therefore, there existsα0 < 1 such that

N/(1 − α) > mα + (1 − α)−1 for all α ∈ [α0, 1). This formula is identical to (6.2) in [11] and the rest of

the proof coincides with the the proof of Lemma 6.1 in [11] following (6.2) there.

The model has the following decision-making scenario: a decision-maker views the current inventory

of a single commodity and makes an ordering decision. Assuming zero lead times,the products are im-

mediately available to meet demand. Demand is then realized, the decision-maker views the remaining
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inventory, and the process continues. Assume the unmet demand is backlogged and the cost of inventory

held or backlogged (negative inventory) is modeled as a convex function. The demand and the order quantity

are assumed to be non-negative. The dynamics of the system are definedby (5.1). Let

• α ∈ (0, 1) be the discount factor,

• K ≥ 0 be a fixed ordering cost,

• c > 0 be the per unit ordering cost,

• h(·) denote the holding/backordering cost per period; convex, non-negative, takes finite values, and

h(x) → ∞ as|x| → ∞,

• {Dn, n ≥ 0} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables whereDn ≥ 0 (almost surely) represents

demand in the nth period. We assume thatE h(x − D) < ∞ for all x ∈ R andP (D > 0) > 0, where

D is a random variable with the same distribution asDn.

Without loss of generality, assume thath(0) = 0. The fact thatP (D > 0) > 0 avoids the trivial case. For

example, ifD = 0 almost surely then the policy that never orders when the inventory level is non-negative

and orders up to zero when the inventory level is negative, is optimal under the average cost criterion. Note

that the finiteness ofE h(x − D) and the assumed properties of the functionh imply thatE |D| < ∞.

The cost function for the model is

c(x, a) = K1{a 6=0} + ca + E h(x + a − D).

Note that the problem is posed withX = R. However, if the demand and action sets are integer or with

probability 1 on a lattice, the model can be restated withX = Z; see Remark 6.10.

Consider the policyφ that orders up to the level 0 if the inventory level is non-positive and doesnothing

otherwise. Then forx ≤ 0

wφ(x) ≤ K + c E D + E h(−D) < ∞.

That is, Assumption(G) holds.
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Moreover, sinceh(x) → ∞ when|x| → ∞, (C2) holds. This coupled with the observation that(C1)

holds (via Assumption(G)) implies that the results of Lemma 6.1 hold for the inventory control model.

Consider the renewal process

N(t) := sup{n|Sn ≤ t}. (6.1)

whereS0 = 0 andSn =
∑n

j=1 Dj for n > 0. Observe thatE N(t) < ∞ for each0 ≤ t < ∞; Resnick [22,

Theorem 3.3.1]. Thus, Wald’s identity yields that for any0 ≤ y < ∞

E

N(y)+1
∑

j=1

Dj = E(N(y) + 1) E D1 < ∞. (6.2)

We next state a useful lemma.

Lemma 6.2 For fixed initial statex

Ey(x) := E h(x − SN(y)+1) < ∞, (6.3)

where0 ≤ y < ∞.

Proof. Define

h∗(x) :=







h(x) for x ≤ 0,

0 for x > 0.

Observe that it suffices to show that

E∗
y(x) := E h∗(x − SN(y)+1) < ∞. (6.4)

Indeed, forZ = x − SN(y)+1,

Ey(x) = E 1{Z ≤ 0}h∗(Z) + E 1{Z > 0}h(Z) ≤ E∗
y(x) + h(x).

To show thatE∗
y(x) we shall prove the inequality

E h∗(x − SN(y)+1) ≤ (1 + E N(y)) E h∗(x − y − D1). (6.5)
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If (6.5) holds, the assumptions onh imply (6.4). Define the functionf(z) = h∗(x − y − z). This function

is nondecreasing and convex. Sincef is convex, its derivative exists almost everywhere. Denote the excess

of N(y) by R(y) := SN(y)+1 − y. According to [14, p. 59]

P{R(y) > t} = 1 − F (y + t) +

∫ y

0
(1 − F (y + t − s))dU(s),

whereU(s) = E N(s) is the renewal function. Thus,

E h∗(x − SN(y)+1) = E h∗(x − y − R(y)) = E f(R(y)) =

∫ ∞

0
f ′(t)P{R(y) > t}dt = J1 + J2, (6.6)

whereJ1 =
∫ ∞
0 f ′(t)(1 − F (y + t))dt, J2 =

∫ ∞
0 f ′(t)

(∫ y

0 (1 − F (y + t − s))dU(s)
)

dt, and the third

equality in (6.6) holds according to [9, p. 263]. Note that sinceF is non-decreasing,

J1 ≤

∫ ∞

0
f ′(t)(1 − F (t))dt = E f(D1) = E h∗(x − y − D1), (6.7)

where the first equality follows from [9, p. 263]. Similarly, by applying Fubini’s theorem

J2 =

∫ y

0

(
∫ ∞

0
f ′(t)(1 − F (y + t − s))dt

)

dU(s)

≤

∫ y

0

(
∫ ∞

0
f ′(t)(1 − F (t))dt

)

dU(s) = E f(D1) E U(y) = E h∗(x − y − D1) E N(y). (6.8)

Combining (6.6)-(6.8) yields (6.5) and the lemma is proven.

The following result states that the inventory control problem satisfies the remaining assumptions guar-

anteeing the existence of stationary optimal policies and the validity of the optimality inequalities.

Proposition 6.3 In the inventory control model, Assumptions(Wu) and(LB) hold. Therefore, the results of

Proposition 4.1 and Theorem 4.7 hold.

Proof. Note that the cost function is inf-compact sincec(x, a) → ∞ asa → ∞ or |x| → ∞ and is convex

in a on (0,∞) and thus continuous ina (excepta = 0 where it is lower semi-continuous). The fact that the
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transition kernel is continuous with respect to weak convergence was discussed in Section 5. Thus,(Wu1)

and(Wu2) hold.

To show (LB) we need to show the local boundedness ofrα0
. Let xα be any inventory level such

that vα(xα) = mα. Fix the initial statex and letα0 be defined as in Lemma 6.1. That is to say that for

α ∈ [α0, 1), xα is trapped on the compact setK := [xL, xU ]. Since increasingxU only expandsK, without

loss of generality assume thatxU > x. For anyα ∈ [α0, 1) consider two cases:x ≤ xα andx > xα. For

x ≤ xα, supposeφ is a stationary policy that immediately orders up to levelxα plus orders whatever amount

a stationary optimal policy for the discount factorα would order inxα. From then on it proceeds to follow

the optimal policy. We have the following sequence of inequalities

vα(x) − mα ≤ vφ
α(x) − mα ≤ K + c(xU − x). (6.9)

Suppose now thatx > xα and thatφ does not order until the total demand is greater thanx−xL. In this case,

the difference in costs between a process (Process 1) starting inx that followsφ and one that starts inxα

(and follows the optimal policy) can be broken into 3 parts; the holding costs accrued before the inventory

of Process 1 moves belowxL, the holding cost accrued in the step that takes the inventory position below

xL and the ordering costs accrued to move the position toxα.

Sinceh is convex,max{h(xL), h(xU )} ≥ h(y) for all y ∈ [xL, xU ] so that the expected total dis-

counted holding costs accrued before the inventory position falls belowxL is bounded byE N(xU −

xL)max{h(xL), h(xU )}. The inventory position immediately prior to the order being placed is thenx −

SN(x−xL)+1. SincexU > x andh is convex, the expected total discounted holding cost is bounded by

E(x) = max{ExU−xL
(x), h(xU )},

whereExU−xL
(x) is defined in (6.3) and the finiteness ofE(x) follows from Lemma 6.3. The expected

discounted order cost is bounded by

K + c(xα − [x − E(N(x − xL) + 1) E D1]) ≤ K + c(xU + E(N(xU − xL) + 1) E D1).
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Combining these upper bounds yields

vα(x) − mα ≤ E N(xU − xL)max{h(xL), h(xU )} + E(x)

+ K + c(xU + E(N(xU − xL) + 1) E D1). (6.10)

Note that the right hand side of (6.10) is continuous inx. Indeed, the first term is constant inx, the second

term is a maximum of a constant and a convex function defined on the real line, and the last term is constant.

Combining (6.9) and (6.10) we see thatuα(x) is bounded above by a finite continuous inx function. This

implies (LB ).

Recall from the proof of Proposition 4.1 that the functions

Jn(x, a) := K1{a 6=0} + ca + E[h(x + a − D) + αvn,α(x + a − D)], (6.11)

J(x, a) := K1{a 6=0} + ca + E[h(x + a − D) + αvα(x + a − D)], (6.12)

n = 0, 1, . . . , are inf-compact and the optimality equations (2.4) and (2.6) can be written with minimums

instead of infimums. Thus,

vn+1,α(x) = min
0≤a<∞

{Jn(x, a)} , (6.13)

vα(x) = min
0≤a<∞

{J(x, a)} . (6.14)

Similarly, from Theorem 4.7 the ACOI are

w + u(x) ≥ min
0≤a<∞

{

K1{a 6=0} + ca + E h(x + a − D) + E u(x + a − D)
}

. (6.15)

The sets of equations (6.14) and (6.15) can be rewritten

vα(x) = min{min
a>0

[K + Gα(x + a)], Gα(x)} − cx, (6.16)

w + u(x) ≥ min{min
a>0

[K + H(x + a)], H(x)} − cx, (6.17)
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where

Gα(x) := cx + E h(x − D) + α E vα(x − D), (6.18)

H(x) := cx + E h(x − D) + E u(x − D).

Recall the following classic definition.

Definition 6.4 A real-valued functionf is calledK−convex,K ≥ 0, if for anyx ≤ y and for anyλ ∈ [0, 1],

f((1 − λ)x + λy) ≤ (1 − λ)f(x) + λf(y) + λK.

The next result is a version of Bertsekas [1, Lemma 4.2.1(c-d)] for lower semi-continuousK-convex func-

tions.

Proposition 6.5 The following results hold:

1. If g(y) is K-convex andD is a random variable, thenE g(y −D) is also K-convex providedE |g(y −

D)| < ∞ for all y.

2. Supposeg is a lower semi-continuous K-convex function such thatg(x) → ∞ as|x| → ∞. Let

S ∈ argminx∈R{g(x)}, (6.19)

s = inf{x ≤ S | g(x) ≤ K + g(S)}. (6.20)

Then

(a) g(S) ≤ g(x) for all x ∈ R,

(b) g(S) + K < g(x) for all x < s,

(c) g(x) is decreasing on(−∞, s),

(d) g(x) ≤ g(S) + K for all x such thats ≤ x ≤ S,

(e) g(x) ≤ g(z) + K for all S < x ≤ z.
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Proof. We prove only 2(d). The others follow in the same way as Lemma 4.2.1 in Bertsekas [1]. If x = s

or S the result is trivial. Supposes < x < S. By the definition of lower semi-continuity there existsδ > 0

such thatg(x + δ) > g(x) − ǫ
(

δ
S−x

)

for arbitraryǫ > 0. However, K-convexity implies

K + g(S) ≥ g(x) +
S − x

δ
[g(x + δ) − g(x)] > g(x) − ǫ.

Sinceǫ is arbitrary the result follows.

Consider the discounted cost problem and supposeGα is K-convex, lower semi-continuous and ap-

proaches infinity as|x| → ∞. If we defineSα andsα by (6.19) and (6.20) withg replaced byGα, Propo-

sition 6.5 parts 2(b) and (c), along with the DCOE imply that it is optimal to order upto Sα whenx < sα.

Parts 2(d) and (e) imply that it is optimal not to order whensα ≤ x.

Lower semi-continuity ofGα (recall (6.18)) follows from the convexity ofh, the lower semi-continuity

of vα, and the weak continuity of the transition probabilities. In order to show thatGα is K-convex, note that

vα is K-convex since it is a limit K-convex functionsvn,α; see Bertsekas [1, Section 4.2]. The next result

along with the first result of Proposition 6.5 completes the proof thatGα is K-convex.

Proposition 6.6 E vα(x − D) < ∞ for eachx ∈ R andα ∈ [0, 1).

Proof. Forx ≤ 0 suppose that the policyφ orders up to zero. Then

vα(x) ≤ vφ
α(x) ≤ K − cx +

α(K + c E D + E h(−D))

1 − α
.

Letting B := α(K+c E D+E h(−D))
1−α

we haveE vα(x − D) ≤ K − c E(x − D) + B < ∞. For x > 0, let

M = supy∈[0,x]{vα(y)}. To see thatM is finite, we apply Proposition 6.3 and considerα0 such thatrα0
is

locally bounded. Thus sincevα is non-decreasing inα for α ≤ α0,

vα(x) − mα0
≤ vα0

(x) − mα0
≤ rα0

(x) ≤ rα0
(x),

whererα0
is as defined in Lemma 4.3 forf = rα0

. Taking the supremum over[0, x] yields

sup
y∈[0,x]

{vα(y)} ≤ sup
y∈[0,x]

{rα0
(y)} + mα0

< ∞,
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where the finiteness of the right hand side follows from the upper semi-continuity of rα0
shown in Lemma

4.3. A similar argument holds forα ≥ α0 sincevα − mα ≤ rα0
. Thus, forx > 0

E vα(x − D) ≤ K + c E D + B + M < ∞

as desired.

Sincevα is non-negative we have thatGα(x) → ∞ asx → ∞. However, it is possible thatGα(x) does

not tend to∞ asx → −∞. In what follows we provide conditions under which convergence to∞ (in both

directions) is guaranteed.

Lemma 6.7 DefineGN,α(x) by (6.18)with vα replaced withvN,α. Consider the following cases for the

convergence ofGN,α(x) andGα(x).

1. Suppose there existsz < y such that

E[h(y − D) − h(z − D)]

y − z
< −c. (6.21)

ThenGα(x) andGN,α(x) → ∞ as|x| → ∞ for all α ∈ [0, 1) and for allN ≥ 0.

2. There existsα∗ ∈ [0, 1) andk ≥ 0 such that for eachα ∈ [α∗, 1) and for eachN ≥ k, GN,α(x) → ∞

as|x| → ∞, and therefore,Gα(x) → ∞ as|x| → ∞.

Proof. We prove the first assertion for the finite horizon by induction. Obviously,GN,α(x) → ∞ as

x → ∞. We show that the result continues to hold whenx → −∞. Supposez < y satisfy (6.21).

Rearrange terms to get

cy + E h(y − D) < cz + E h(z − D).

Thus,Gα,0(z) > Gα,0(y). SinceGα,0 is convexGα,0(x) → ∞ asx → −∞ and the result holds forN = 0.

Assume that it holds forN . SincevN,α is lower semi-continuous andq is weakly continuous,Gα,N (x) is

lower semi-continuous. This together with the inductive hypothesis implies the existence of a minimum of
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Gα,N (x), saySα,N . Thus, there existsLN such thatvα,N+1(x) = K + Gα,N (Sα,N ) − cx for all x ≤ LN .

That is,vα,N+1(x) → ∞ asx → −∞. Since

Gα,N+1(x) = Gα,0(x) + E vα,N+1(x − D)

the result holds for allN . SinceGα,N is non-decreasing inN , lettingN → ∞ yields the result forGα(x).

To prove the second assertion, consider the special case ofK = 0. Denote the corresponding functions

of K with a superscriptK. For exampleG0
α corresponds toGα with K = 0. Since the functionvK

α (x) is

non-decreasing inK, GK
α (x) ≥ G0

α(x) for all x andK ≥ 0. Therefore, it is sufficient to prove the existence

of α∗ ∈ [0, 1) such thatG0
α(x) → ∞ asx → −∞ andα ∈ [α∗, 1).

Since the functionsvK
α and GK

α are K-convex, the functionsv0
α and G0

α are convex. We show by

contradiction that there existsα∗ ∈ [0, 1) such thatG0
α is decreasing on an interval(−∞, Mα] for some

Mα > −∞ whenα ∈ [α∗, 1). Suppose this is not the case. ForK = 0, (6.16) can be written

v0
α(x) = inf

a≥0
{G0

α(x + a)} − cx. (6.22)

If a constantMα does not exist for someα ∈ (0, 1) then the convexity and nonnegativity ofG0
α(x) imply that

the policy that never orders is optimal for the discount factorα. If there is noα∗ with the described proper-

ties, Theorem 4.7 implies that this policy is average cost optimal as well. On the other hand, the average cost

for this policy is∞while the average cost of the policy that orders up to the level 0 isE h(−D)+c E D < ∞:

a contradiction. SinceG0
α is convex and becomes (strictly) decreasing asx approaches−∞ for α ∈ [α∗, 1),

G0
α(x) → ∞ asx → −∞ whenα ∈ [α∗, 1).

To show that the result holds for theN−horizon problem forN sufficiently large, supposeα is such

thatG0
α(x) → ∞ asx → −∞. Choosex < 0 such thatG0

α(x) > G0
α(0). SinceG0

N,α(x) ↑ G0
α(x), there

existsk such thatN ≥ k implies G0
N,α(x) > G0

α(0) ≥ G0
N,α(0). The convexity ofG0

N,α now implies

G0
N,α(x) → ∞ asx → −∞. SinceG0

N,α ≤ GN,α, the result follows.

Definition 6.8 Let sn andSn be real numbers such thatsn ≤ Sn, n = 0, 1, . . . . Supposexn denotes the

current inventory level at decision epochn. A policy is called an(sn, Sn) policy at stepn if it orders up to
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the levelSn if xn < sn, does not order whenxn > sn and either orders up toSn or does not order when

xn = sn. A policy is called an(sn, Sn) policy if it is an(sn, Sn) policy at all stepsn = 0, 1, . . . . If sn = s

andSn = S for all n, the policy is called an(s, S) policy.

Let SN,α andsN,α be defined by (6.19) and (6.20) withg replaced byGN,α. Similarly, considerSα and

sα defined by (6.19) and (6.20) withg replaced byGα. The following theorem is the main result of this

section.

Theorem 6.9 The following hold for the inventory control problem.

1. Consider theN -horizon expected total discounted cost criterion. If the assumption of Statement 1 of

Lemma 6.7 holds then the(sN−n,α, SN−n,α) policy, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, is optimal. Otherwise, for

α ∈ [α∗, 1) andN ≥ k, where the existences ofα∗ andk are stated in Statement 2 of Lemma 6.7, there

exists an optimal Markov policy that is an(sN−n,α, SN−n,α) policy at stepsn = 0, . . . , N − k − 1.

2. Consider the infinite-horizon expected total discounted cost criterion.If the assumption of Statement

1 of Lemma 6.7 holds then the(sα, Sα) policy is optimal for anyα ∈ [0, 1). If this assumption does

not hold, the(sα, Sα) policy is optimal whenα ∈ [α∗, 1). In addition, any(s̃α, S̃α) policy is optimal

wheres̃α andS̃α are any limit points of the sequencessN,α andSN,α respectively,N = 0, 1, . . . .

3. Consider the infinite-horizon average cost per unit time criterion. Foreachα ∈ [α∗, 1), in view of

Statement 2, there exists an optimal(s′α, S′
α) policy for the discounted cost criterion. For example,

it is possible to selects′α = sα and S′
α = Sα. For any selection ofs′α and S′

α, the inequalities

−∞ < lim infα→1 s′α < lim supα→1 S′
α < ∞ hold. Therefore, there exists a subsequenceαm ↑ 1

and two finite numberss andS such thats′αm
→ s andS′

αm
→ S. This(s, S) policy is average cost

optimal.

Proof. We first prove the existence of optimal(s, S) policies in the finite and infinite horizon expected

total discounted cost cases. We observe thatGN,α areK-convex lower semi-continuous functions; see the

arguments in the paragraph preceding Proposition 6.6. Lemma 6.7 implies thatGN,α(x) approaches∞ as
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|x| → ∞. The proof for the finite horizon case follows directly from Proposition 6.5. Similar arguments

hold in the infinite horizon case sinceGα satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 6.5.

The existence of a limit point of(sN,α, SN,α) such that the resulting(s̃α, S̃α) policy is optimal follows,

for example, from the remarks on p. 149 of [1]. For a discount factorα ∈ [α∗, 1) we fix a stationary optimal

policy φα that is the(s′α, S′
α) policy. According to Theorem 4.7, for any sequence of discount factors

α(k) → 1 and for anyx ∈ X there is a subsequenceαm of α(k) and a sequence of statesxm → x such that

the discounted cost optimal policyφm(xm) → φ(x) asαm → 1, whereφ is an average cost optimal policy.

Moreover, in view of Theorem 4.7, this policy satisfies (6.15) withu defined in (3.2). Selectα(k) ≥ α∗

in a way that there are limitss = limk→∞ s′
α(k) andS = limk→∞ S′

α(k). Note that in the limiting(s, S)

policy boths andS are finite; otherwisew∗ is infinite and Assumption (G) does not hold. Thus, in view of

Theorem 4.7, this(s, S) policy is optimal for average costs per unit time.

Remark 6.10 For the inventory control problem, we have considered an MDP withX = R andA(x) =

R
+ = [0,∞) for eachx ∈ X. However, if the demand takes only integer values, for many problems it is

natural to considerX = Z andA(x) = Z
+. Therefore, if the demand is integer, we have two MDPs for

the inventory control problems: an MDP withX = R and an MDP withX = Z. Though the first MDP

yields potentially lower costs, its implementation may not be reasonable for some applications because it

may prescribe to order up to a non-integer inventory level. However, allof the results of this paper hold

for the second representation, when the state space is integer, with a minor modification that the action sets

are integer as well. In addition, in this case, for(sn, SN ) and(s, S) policies, it is possible to fix a version

whether we order ats (sn) up to the levelS (Sn) or do not order ats (sn). One more note is that the case

when the possible demand is proportional to some numberd ∈ R is similar to the integer demand case. One

can consider an MDP with an integer state space for this case as well.

7 Conclusions

In this paper we presented two sets of conditions that lead to the convergence of the optimal discounted

cost value function and policies to those in the average cost case. The results of Scḧal [24] play an integral
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role as the basis for the analysis but we do not assume that the action sets are compact. We establish

that one of the sets of the sufficient conditions hold for classic inventory control problems and therefore

stationary optimal policies exist for average cost inventory control models. In addition, optimal discounted

cost policies converge to optimal undiscounted cost policies. This convergence implies the optimality of

(s, S) policies for average cost inventory control policies.

We believe that additional studies of MDPs will lead to straightforward proofs of additional properties

of inventory control problems: (a) the value functionsu are continuous andK-convex, (b) the optimality

equalities hold, and (c) both versions of(s, S) policies are optimal when the state space isR, namely the

policy that does not order and the policy that orders up to the levelS when the current inventory level is

s. Other natural research directions are to investigate problems with possiblynegative demand and to study

other inventory control models including models that combine pricing and inventory decisions; see [6, 7]

and the references therein.

A Appendix: Proof of Lemma 5.1

Without loss of generality sety0 = 0. Thenη0 = ξ andηk has the densityf(x − yk). Let P k be the

probability distribution ofηk on (−∞,∞). According to Shiryaev [26, page 362],

||P k − P 0|| =

∞
∫

−∞

|f(x) − f(x − yk)|dx. (A.1)

Fix ǫ > 0 and considerK > 0 such that

K
∫

−K

f(x)dx ≥ 1 −
ǫ

8
.

Consider integersk large enough for|yk| ≤ 1 and select any numberK∗ ≥ K + 1. Then

0 ≤

∞
∫

−∞

|f(x) − f(x − yk)|dx −

K∗

∫

−K∗

|f(x) − f(x − yk)|dx ≤
ǫ

4
. (A.2)
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Fix G > 0 such that

∞
∫

−∞

f(x)I{f(x) > G}dx ≤
ǫ

8
(A.3)

and define the bounded functionfG(x) = f(x)I{f(x) ≤ G} + GI{f(x) > G}. Then, in view of (A.3),

K∗

∫

−K∗

|f(x) − f(x − yk)|dx ≤

K∗

∫

−K∗

|fG(x) − fG(x − yk)|dx +
ǫ

4
. (A.4)

From (A.1), (A.2), and (A.4), we have that

||P k − P 0|| ≤

K∗

∫

−K∗

|fG(x) − fG(x − yk)|dx +
ǫ

2
. (A.5)

Lusin’s theorem [19, page 108] state that for any real-valued measurable functionf and for anyε > 0 there

exists a continuous functiong such that the Lebesque measure of the set{f(x) 6= g(x)} is not greater than

ε. Consider the density functionf and select a continuous functiong such that Lusin’s theorem holds for

ε = ǫ/(8G).

Define the non-negative bounded continuous functiongG(x) = g(x)I{0 ≤ g(x) ≤ G} + GI{g(x) >

G}. Since{fG(x) 6= gG(x)} ⊆ {f(x) 6= g(x)},

K∗

∫

−K∗

|fG(x) − fG(x − yk)|dx ≤

K∗

∫

−K∗

|gG(x) − gG(x − yk)|dx +

K∗

∫

−K∗

|gG(x) − fG(x)|dx

+

K∗

∫

−K∗

|gG(x − yk) − fG(x − yk)|dx ≤

K∗

∫

−K∗

|gG(x) − gG(x − yk)|dx +
ǫ

4
.

(A.6)

Since the functiongG is continuous, it is uniformly continuous on the interval[−(K∗ +1), (K∗ +1)]. Thus,

there exists an integerN such that|gG(x) − gG(x − yk)| ≤ ǫ/(8K∗) whenk ≥ N and−K∗ ≤ x ≤ K∗.

This bound and (A.6) imply that fork ≥ N

K∗

∫

−K∗

|fG(x) − fG(x − yk)|dx ≤
ǫ

2
.
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The last inequality and (A.5) imply that||P k − P 0|| ≤ ǫ whenk ≥ N .
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